
“New Day”    24" x 48"

A studio/gallery showing finished 

artworks and works in progress for the 

discerning collector. An eclectic range 

of work from light-filled landscapes to in-

depth psychological/spirit-filled paintings of 

the human condition done in Victor Stevens-

Rosenberg’s unique and individual style.

14015 S. Avenida Haley, Sahuarita, AZ  85629 
 P.O. Box 1247, Sahuarita, AZ  85629

(520) 399-1009
victorart@triconet.org |  www.victorstevensart.com

“The [images] of your artistic brethren’s [work in Tubac] 
were great though you seem to be the one real original.” 

 Drury Pifer- Novelist and Playwright

Victor Stevens-Rosenberg

“Dragon View” 
16" x 20"

“Little Africa”  10" x 8"

“Deer Dancer”  60" x 48"

Victor Stevens-Rosenberg
© Roxanne Vise

“There isn’t a subject under the sun that I am not interested in”, says Victor Stevens-
Rosenberg as he begins to describe his art. Known for his painting and Wabi Sabi art 
(a Japanese term for finding beauty in imperfection, decay, and profundity in nature), 
Stevens-Rosenberg explores all subjects from 
western including indigenous peoples, to 
sports figures, landscapes and ballet dancers. 
Currently, he is working on a large piece 
called, “The Crucifixion”. 

“I’ve been called a visionary. However, I think 
of myself as an explorer”, Victor says about 
his method of creating. “The adventure of 
art for me is to discover the essence of an 
everyday idea or subject through materials.”

Collectors seeking unique and beautiful 
art with depth are rewarded when they 
visit Victor’s studio and new Gallery in the 
Desert in Sahuarita, which opened in March 
2012. Minutes from Tucson, visitors drive 
through one of the most beautiful areas of 
the Sonoran Desert and are greeted at the 
gallery by Victor and his wife, Sue, the gallery 
manager. His gallery offers prices from $49. to 
$19,000. and paintings and giclée prints sized 9 x 12 inches to 72 x 80 inches.  

Visit with Victor in his studio, then stroll into his gallery to view available works in a 
variety of spaces including the big gallery room affectionately called, Little New York. 
“Often visitors will enjoy their picnic lunch on-site at one of the tables under our 
ramadas”, says Victor. “It’s much easier to consider the purchase of a favorite piece 
after a leisurely lunch!”

Recently earning his Ph.D. in Religious Studies, Victor is as intriguing as his art. His 
background includes being a pastor, inventor, writer, musician (songwriter/composer/
singer), and a student of boxing and judo.

Victor and his art are featured in numerous press articles, on television and in a PBS 
Documentary. His work is included in the collections of President Jimmy Carter, author 
Tom Robbins, Saks Fifth Avenue and museums. 

Visit Victor at the Gallery in the Desert. Find more information online at 
www.victorstevensart.com or call 520.399.1009.
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